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Figure 1. A plot of the relative bandwidth of system components in the Summit supercomputer.
(Adapted from Bauer, et al. [3].)
Topics

3c – Extreme scale data (primary), 2a – Uncertainty visualization (secondary)

Challenge
The disparity between the computational speed and storage bandwidth, as demonstrated in Figure 1, is a
well known problem that grows with each successive generation. The visualization community is
principally responding to this issue by using in situ to reduce which data must be written to storage.
However, other communities are taking different, possibly complementary approaches. In particular, data
compression is a common general approach to reduce storage demands.
Data compression technologies are typically not designed with post processing in mind. The principal
metrics measured are compression ratio, the improved bandwidth to storage, and the error introduced. It is
assumed that data is inflated to its full size before any post processing can happen. Although when talking
about bandwidth disparities, HPC’s dirty little secret is that no part of the memory nor interconnect
hardware is increasing at the rate of computation. For example, the Summit supercomputer has a peak
computation rate almost 10 times its predecessor, Titan, but only about 4 times the memory, less than twice
the aggregate memory bandwidth, and almost no improvement in the interconnect bisection bandwidth [6].
Naively inflating data for post processing does not help with limitations in the memory and interconnect
systems.
In practice, scientific data is always compressed with some loss because lossless techniques tend to have
poor performance [1]. Unfortunately, any loss adds uncertainty to the data. When aggressive data
compression is performed, it is important to be able to measure and represent the uncertainty added.
Making the situation more complicated, the uncertainty of the data compression interacts with the
uncertainty already present in the data being compressed. The uncertainty of the compression needs to be
composed with other sources of uncertainty.

Opportunity
There is an obvious opportunity for transferring data for in situ, in transit, and post processing components.
Adoption of data compression will improve data transfer among visualization components and the
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components they interact with. However, this is just scratching the surface of possibilities.
As disparity between execution and memory bandwidth increases, forward thinking research has
speculated the idea of computing when FLOPs are “free.” FLOPs are not free, but roofline analysis often
shows that memory access can bottleneck computation [7]. Visualization and analysis by its nature
performs data-centric operations with low computation to data access ratios. Incorporating data
compression in the visualization process could potentially relieve data access.
Compressed representations have structure that could potentially be exploited for more efficient
visualization and analysis. Transform-based data reduction techniques such as ZFP and MGARD have
been designed for the past decade. One of the advantages of this kind of data reduction technique is that
they create an alternative representation of the original data for much more flexible data retrieval and
reconstruction. This brings potential opportunities for building more efficient visualization and analysis.
For example, ZFP breaks data into blocks that can be streamed across memory spaces [5]. MGARD
arranges data in hierarchies of increasing refinement [2]. Such representations can potentially accelerate
visualization by reducing not only the amount of data to be transferred but also the amount of computation,
since approximation of the original data with reduced degrees of freedom can be constructed. The major
advantage over traditional sampling based data reduction is that potentially important information content
is prioritized in the process of data retrieval and reconstruction.
Such potential capability has a broader impact on scientific visualization and analysis workflows, which can
dramatically help accelerate scientific discovery. For example, accelerated visualization can allow domain
scientists to visualize data on a higher spatial-temporal resolution with the same amount of computing
resource or enable visualizing large-scale datasets on edge systems near scientific instruments for near real
time decision making. However, accelerating visualization through data reduction techniques is not
straightforward. Extensive research is necessary for designing transformation methods for data reduction
and optimizing visualization algorithms that can effectively take advantage of reduced data representations.
Currently the uncertainty in the data and the error of lossy compression are treated independently. There
are opportunities to exploit uncertainty to adjust the aggressiveness of lossy compression. A lossy
compression needs only to store the bits that are part of the significant figures. Thus, an uncertain region of
data may need less precision in its representation. Likewise, an uncertain region may need less refinement
in the analysis.

Timeliness
For the aforementioned reasons and more, DOE has a high interest in data reduction. There was a Data
Reduction for Science ASCR Workshop [4] held in January 2021 and a subsequent FOA regarding data
reduction later in the year. Consequently, we can expect a significant amount of innovation in data
reduction and compression in the coming years. Not investing in the effect of data compression on
visualization and analysis will be at best a large missed opportunity. At worst, DOE’s data reduction
technologies will lead to stored compressed data that cannot be analyzed.
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